In this paper we shall establish some new discrete inequalities of the 
1.

PRELIMINARIES.
It is well-known that the discrete inequalities of the Gronwall type played a vital role in the theory of finite difference equations and numerical analysis (see [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and [9] [10] [11] [12] and the references therein). Recently, Pachpatte and Singare [I] have established some new discrete inequalities in three independent variables.
Discrete inequalities involving more than one independent variables are very useful in the study of many important problems concerning discrete versions of some partial differential and integral equations in several variables.
The aim of this paper is to obtain several N-independent-variable discrete inequalities which extend all results obtained in [I] 
It is obvious that the following properties are true:
K. where gn-1 is given by (2.4). We may rewrite the last inequality as O Because the proof of this result is not difficult, so we leave it here to the reader.
